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The ins and outs of Airbnb rentals in  

community residential schemes

New tax on loans to trusts

Is Polly, ‘Flaffie’ or  
your beloved Ikati welcome in your 

sectional title home? 

Help STBB put a smile on the  
face of a child

Challenging a signed contract 
based on prior verbal discussions

STBB staffers let their fingers  
do the talking 

Fireproofing farm land  
against fire claims

A irbnb, the internet platform founded in 2008 
in San Francisco by three young American 
out-the-box thinkers to enable property 

owners to list houses, apartments and rooms online 
for rental, has been the subject of an increasing 
number of queries to our offices. Several issues have 
been raised, particularly regarding short-term lease  
of space in community residential developments  
such as sectional title schemes or those managed by 
homeowners’ associations.

By their nature, such residential developments 
entail people living in relatively close proximity to one 
another, sharing common spaces and being affected 

to a greater or lesser degree by constant activity 
of neighbours. Some residents have welcomed the 
option of extra income provided by the short-term 
Airbnb leasing option, and require input on the legal 
and financial ramifications of listing their property. 
Others have expressed aversion to the increased  
activity and potential security compromises posed  
by the to-ing and fro-ing of visitors to Airbnb abodes.

RuleS OF AIRBNB lISTINgS
Are Airbnb listings allowed in housing schemes 
operated by sectional title or homeowners’ associations?  

THE INS AND OUTS OF  
AIRBNB RENTALS IN  
COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL 
SCHEMES
Residents of community schemes seem to have a love-hate 
relationship with airbnb. client queries range from the legality 
of listing a homeowners’ association or sectional title abode 
on airbnb to the tax implications. here are some answers.

By GUAN PoTGIETER
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The short answer is: yes, provided that the scheme’s 
rules or association’s governance documentation do 
not expressly prohibit it. given that there is a slight 
difference between the underlying legal structures 
of a sectional title scheme and a homeowners’ 
association (the details of which, for the sake of brevity,  
will not be given here), residents, whether exploring 
or objecting to Airbnb listings, will need to take a 
different approach in each instance.

Property owners must in addition ensure that whatever  
accommodation they want to list on Airbnb, complies 
with the permitted uses under zoning regulations and,  
where the local authority has specific policies regarding  
short term holiday rental, that these are not contravened. 

AIRBNB IN SeCTIONAl TITle SCHemeS
Sectional title schemes are governed by both the 
Sectional Titles Act 95 of 1986 and the new 
Sectional Title Schemes Management Act 8 of 2011.  
Such schemes are required to have a set of rules in 
place when they are established. These are binding, 
by law, on all owners and occupiers in the scheme.
Neither of the two pieces of legislation contains any 
out-and-out prohibition of short-term letting (under 
which description Airbnb would fall). But note that in 
terms of the Sectional Title Schemes Management 
Act, the body of owners in a sectional title scheme 
is allowed to make its own rules or alter or amend 
existing rules. (The latter, however, must be approved 
by the office of the Community Schemes Ombud as 
per the Community Schemes Ombud Services Act 
9 of 2011, which came into effect in October 2016. 
Only once approved by the Ombud will the new rules 
be valid and binding on all residents.)

It is, therefore, possible for a scheme to decide that 
it wants to limit or prohibit Airbnb listings by putting it 
to the vote at a meeting of owners. The Act provides 
for the passing of a change or amendment of a 
conduct rule by special resolution, meaning that 75% 
in value and number of those residents at a validly 
constituted meeting must vote in favour of limiting  
or prohibiting Airbnb rentals.

AIRBNB IN HOmeOwNeRS’ 
ASSOCIATIONS
If the community scheme is a homeowners’ 
association, the management and administration  
of the scheme is in the hands of an association  
or non-profit company which will appoint a board  
of directors or trustees to attend to the scheme’s  
daily running and operation.

Such schemes will have their own individual  
conduct and management rules which can address 
issues of concern to owners. whether or not a rule 
already exists on short-term letting (like Airbnb 
by home owners) residents, as members of the 
association, will be able to amend or make new  
rules by passing a resolution at an owners meeting. 
The voting procedure and percentage votes required 
for changes and amendments will be prescribed in  
the development’s governance documents.

whichever community scheme is involved,  
however, there are two other factors to take into 
account when residents wish to list on Airbnb: the 
provisions of the tenant’s lease agreement - if the 
tenant subleases on Airbnb, and the principles of 
neighbour law.

1. Sub-letting 
Often a tenant’s lease agreement includes a provision 
prohibiting sub-letting. So even if Airbnb or sub-
letting is not prohibited in terms of the sectional 
title scheme’s rules or a home owners’ association’s 
governance documents, if an individual lease 
agreement prohibits sub-letting, then a tenant may  
not lease out his premises on Airbnb.

2. Neighbour law
A further overriding consideration when exploring 
Airbnb listing is the principles of neighbour law. This 
is a branch of law that governs a very fine balancing 
act: a property owner is entitled to enjoy, use, convert, 
alter, destroy or sell his property in any way that he 
pleases within the limits of state and local authority 
regulations, provided he does not interfere with a 
neighbour’s legal rights to do the same.

A dispute between neighbours invariably involves, 
amongst other things, the question of whether there 
has been an abuse of a right, and the facts are examined  
to determine whether the neighbour whose conduct is 
being complained about, acted reasonably or not.

In the context of continuous or regular short-term 
letting (such as in the case of Airbnb operations) – 
which may go hand in hand with increased activity, 
noise and use of shared facilities and amenities – the 
question that must be asked is whether the complaint 
is objectively reasonable. In other words, is it fair to 
require the complainant to tolerate the intrusion?  
This answer will vary from scheme to scheme:  
whats acceptable in a sectional title scheme inhabited 
by mainly students may not be reasonable in a quiet 
golf estate.

‘ Are Airbnb  
listings allowed  

in housing 
schemes operated 

by sectional title  
or home owners’ 

associations?  
The short answer  

is: yes. ’
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TAx ON AIRBNB INCOme
Probably the greatest appeal of Airbnb is the 
relatively fuss-free extra income for minimal outlay 
and effort by the owner of the property as an Airbnb  
‘host’. But hosts must realise that the South African 
Revenue Service (SARS) regards income earned this  

way as taxable and legally required to be declared in  
a property owner’s annual tax return as trading income  
(after making provision for allowable deductions).

Guanp@stbb.co.za

Why Airbnb? 
The story goes that shortly after moving to san Francisco in late 2007, former 

schoolmates brian chesky and Joe Gebbia could not afford the rent for their loft 

apartment. They came up with the idea of putting an air mattress in their living room 

and renting out the space as a ‘pop up’ overnight ‘bed and breakfast’. a tech-savvy 

former roommate nathan blecharczyk helped start the venture launched as airbed & 

breakfast with a website offering short-term living quarters, breakfast and a business 

networking opportunity for potential hosts. It took off when visitors to the summer 

2008 Industrial Designers’ society of america’s annual conference struggled to find 

accommodation in san Francisco. subsequently re-named airbnb, the company 

now has over three-million lodging listings in 65 000 cities across 191 countries. as a 

broker, airbnb receives commission from both hosts and guests for each booking.

Airbnb, the 
company now  
has over three-
million lodging 
listings in 65 000 
cities across  
191 countries ’

‘
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A new insert in the recently 
amended Income Tax Act sees 
interest-free and low-interest loans 
to trusts now made subject to 
donations tax of 20%. And not  
only does it apply to loans made 
from 1 March 2017, but also  
targets existing agreements.  
The good news is that there is 
possibly some relief. 

A heads-up to all our clients: those who have 
made, as well as those who are considering making 
interest-free or low-interest loans to trusts must take 
note of an inclusion by way of the latest Taxation 
Laws Amendment Act 16 of 2016 which makes tax 
payable on loans, advances or credit to trusts.

The new ruling in the amendment to South Africa’s  
Income Tax Act (‘the Act’) is found under Section 7C 
and is operative from 1 march 2017. most notably, 
it not only applies to loans, advances or credit given 
from this date, but also affects existing agreements.

Two types of transactions are specifically 
targeted:

�� Interest-free or low-interest loans, credit or 
advances made to a trust directly or indirectly  
by a natural person or a company in relation  
to which that person is connected by holding  
an aggregate interest of at least 20%;

�� Deductions, losses or capital losses claimed  
in respect of disposals (including reductions  
or waivers) or the failure to claim payment  
(in whole or in part). 

with regard to interest-free or low-interest loans, the 
interest concession, being the difference between 
the actual rate of interest levied on the loan and the 
official rate of interest (currently 8% per annum), 
will be deemed to be a donation in the hands of 
the lender and subject to donations tax of 20%. 
The interest foregone will be treated as an ongoing 
annual donation made to the trust on the last day of 
the year of assessment of the trust.

The official rate of interest is defined by the 
legislator in Paragraph 1 of the Seventh Schedule to 
the Act, which links it to the repurchase (repo) rate 
with the addition of 100 basis points. The repo rate 

has been 7% since 18 march 2016 (the date of the 
amended Act), thus making the current official rate 
of interest 8% per annum. 

with regard to disposals or the failure to claim 
payment in respect of loans, credit or advances 
where interest is levied at a rate of less than the official 
rate of interest, no revenue or capital loss associated 
with that loan, advance or interest may be claimed by 
the lender.

INSTANCeS wHeRe SeCTION  
7C wIll APPly
examples of indirect loans, advances or credit subject  
to Section 7C include amounts vested by a trust in a  
trust beneficiary which is not distributed to the bene-
ficiary, provided that the non-distribution resulted from:

�� An election exercised by the beneficiary;

�� A request by the beneficiary that the amount  
not be distributed. 

In instances, however, where distributions are withheld  
solely at the discretion of the trustees, such amounts 
will not fall within the application of Section 7C. This 
would, for example, be the case when an amount is 
vested irrevocably by a trustee in a trust beneficiary 
and is used or administered for the benefit of the 
beneficiary without a distribution or payment to the 
beneficiary, provided that the trust deed specifies that:

�� The amount not be distributed to the beneficiary, 
eg before the beneficiary reaches a specific age;

�� The trustee has the sole discretion as regards 
the timing and extent of any distribution to the 
beneficiary of such vested amount.

OTHeR INSTANCeS wHeRe  
SeCTION 7C wIll NOT APPly
The most notable exclusion to the application of  
Section 7C in respect of traditional trusts is that it 
will not apply to loans, credits or advances which are 
wholly or partly used to fund or acquire a residence 
that is used throughout that year of assessment by 
the lender or his/her spouse as a primary residence, 
as defined by the eight Schedule to the Act. 
Other exclusions are also available in respect of:

�� Special trusts created solely for the benefit of 
minors with disability;

By JoHAN GREYLING

NEW TAX ON  
LOANS TO TRUSTS

The new ruling in 
the amendment to 

South Africa’s  
Income Tax Act (‘the 
Act’) is found under 

Section 7C and  
is operative from  

1 March 2017.

‘

’
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�� loans made by a trust beneficiary of a vesting 
trust, provided that certain qualifying provisions 
are met (the rationale being that the vested 
interest of the beneficiary in the assets and 
receipts or accruals of such trust will form part 
of that beneficiary’s estate, which is the aim of 
the provisions of section 7C);

�� Trusts that are approved public benefit 
organisations or qualifying small business 
funding entities;

�� Affected transactions dealt with by  
Section 31 of the Act (transfer pricing);

�� Qualifying Sharia-compliant financing 
arrangements;

�� loans subject to the provisions  
(value-extracting) of section 64e of the Act.

RelIeF vIA DONATIONS  
TAx exemPTION
Some relief to the payment of tax in accordance 
with Section 7C may however be available through 
the application of the annual donations tax 
exemption of R100 000. Contrary to the provisions 
contained in the draft bill released earlier in 2016, 
the annual donation allowance of R100 000 may  
be applied towards the deemed donation imposed 
as a sanction by the insertion of section 7C.

CASe STuDIeS
Here are two examples to illustrate the tax liability 
following from a loan, advance or credit subject to 
Section 7C. The results show that, with the advent 
of Section 7c, due consideration must be given as to 
whether or not interest should be charged on a loan, 
advance or credit to a trust. 

Example 1:

A loan in the amount of R10 million is advanced 
by an individual to a trust at no interest, with the 
individual choosing to apply his annual donation 
exemption to this deemed donation:

�� The deemed donation will be R800 000  
(R10 million x 8%). 

�� The donations tax liability will be  
R140 000 (R700 000 x 20%; the donation 
exclusion being R800 000 - R100 000).

Example 2:

A loan in the amount of R10 million is advanced by 
an individual to a trust with interest levied at a rate 
of 5% per annum where the individual has either 
chosen not to utilise, or has already depleted their 
donation exclusion:

�� The deemed donation will be R300 000  
(R10 million less x 3%; the latter being the 
difference between the rate of interest levied 
and the official rate of interest).

�� The donations tax liability will be R60 000 
(R300 000 x 20%).

The important consideration illustrated by the above 
examples is that, from a commercial perspective, 
one must weigh up the implications of the sanctions 
imposed by Section 7C versus the consequences of 
charging interest at the official rate.

In the first example, the trust will have additional 
funds in the amount of R800 000 available (which 
would otherwise have been paid out as interest), 
while the lender will suffer a tax liability of R140 000.

In the second example, a consideration not taken 
into account is the income tax liability which would 
be levied on the R800 000 interest income received 
by the lender. Taxed at the 41% bracket, this would 
result in a tax liability of R318 242 (R800 000 – 
R23 800 annual interest exemption x 41%).

CONCluSION
we suggest that, to ensure effective tax planning, 
clients obtain specific advice when considering 
amending existing trust deeds or  
effecting amendments to existing loan  
agreements between qualifying  
persons and trusts. 

Johang@stbb.co.za
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Is POLLY, ‘FLaFFIE’ OR  
YOuR bELOVED IKaTI 
WELcOME In YOuR 
sEcTIOnaL TITLE hOME?
By GRETCHEN ENSLIN

‘ A good starting 
point for animal 

lovers looking 
to buying into 

a sectional title 
scheme would 
be to study the 

existing rules of the 
scheme. ’

The new 
Community 

Schemes 
ombud Service 
Act is designed 

to simplify the 
resolution of 

disputes between 
sectional title 

scheme body 
corporates and 
home owners, 

including those 
pesky problems 

with pets.

F or many, ‘home is where my cat is’ (or dog 
or parrot). But for others, pets are not part 
of their everyday lives. So when it comes to 

moving into a new abode in a sectional title scheme, 
whether you’re a first-time home owner or scaling 
down, taking your beloved animal companion with 
you or acquiring one with which to share your 
new space can become a problematical issue: 
contentious and charged with emotion. This is 
understandable, given that it involves people, with 
and without pets, living in close proximity to one 
another and having equal rights to shared facilities. 
So where does current law stand on incorporating 
pets into life in a sectional title scheme?

One of the principal requirements of a sectional 
title scheme is the preservation of the physical 
integrity of the building, together with the 
maintenance of a pleasant and harmonious living 
environment for the benefit of all the residents. 
Harmony is crucial, especially in high-density 
developments or where the individual units are 
interlinked. Barking dogs, caterwauling cats and 
the smells and surprise packages left by lonely, 
confined, untrained and unloved animals whose 
humans do not take good care of them or give  
due consideration to other humans with whom  
they share limited outdoor space, are no-one’s  
cup of tea.

It is therefore necessary for body corporates 
and trustees – and sectional title home owners 
themselves – to acknowledge that some restrictions 
on ownership rights are unavoidable. each owner 
must surrender a certain degree of freedom that 
he or she might otherwise have enjoyed had they 
owned property privately and separately. This is 
especially pertinent to keeping pets.

given that residents in a sectional title scheme 
invariably come from diverse backgrounds, 
especially in a multi-cultural society such as ours, 
different expectations as to what constitutes a 
‘pleasant living environment’ have to be  
taken into account. It can therefore  
be extremely difficult to provide  
and maintain an environment that  
pleases all, never more so  
than when it comes to the  
presence of our furry  
and feathered  
friends.

 
 
 

A good starting point for animal lovers looking to 
buying into a sectional title scheme would be to 
study the existing rules of the scheme. Should pets 
be expressly forbidden, check whether provision is 
made for a potential or existing home owner to seek 
special dispensation upon application to the body 
corporate or trustees of the scheme. (Note that the 
word ‘pet’ is not defined in the legislation. Therefore 
trustees should take care to define what is meant 
when allowing or prohibiting pets: cats, dogs and 
birds are different from ‘quieter’ pets held in cages 
such as snakes, hamsters or fish!)

CASe STuDIeS
In Body Corporate of the Laguna Ridge Scheme 
v Dorse, a resident of the sectional title scheme 
took the scheme to court after she was denied 
permission by the trustees to keep a dog in her 
apartment. In this case, the rules of the sectional 
title scheme gave the trustees the discretion to 
either grant or refuse permission to keep pets in the 
units or common property of the scheme. The court 
therefore ruled that each request for permission to 
keep a pet had to be decided on its own merits and 
that the trustees’ decision had to be based on the 
facts and circumstances relevant to the particular 
case at hand.

The facts before the court showed that the dog 
was small, did not bark and was not allowed by 
the owner to wander freely around the scheme’s 
common property. It was therefore not being a 
nuisance, creating a disturbance or posing a threat 
to fellow residents. The court further established 
that the trustees’ decision to refuse permission for 
the dog to be kept on the premises was, in fact, 
dictated by policy considerations, including the fear 
of creating a precedent, rather than based on the 
real issue of whether the presence of this particular 
dog in the resident’s apartment would in any way 
impact negatively on other residents.

The court’s finding was that the decision of 
the trustees to deny permission was grossly 
unreasonable and that the trustees failed to apply 
their minds to the matter. As a result, the trustees’ 
decision was ultimately reviewable under common 
law which allowed for the substitution of their 
decision with that of the court. The court then 
ordered that the resident be allowed to keep her 
dog in her apartment.

In Buffelsdrift Game Reserve Owners Association 
v Holkom the court heard that a number of home 
owners had been keeping domestic animals on their 
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properties for several years without the prescribed 
consent as stipulated in the constitution of the home-  
owners’ association. when some time later, newly 
appointed trustees of the homeowners’ association 
sought to enforce the rule and ban domestic 
animals from properties, the residents’ refusal to 
comply forced the association to go to court. The 
court held that the association, by virtue of its 
continuous inaction in addressing the contravention 
of the rules by owners, had waived its right to apply 
to court for an order prohibiting the owners from 
keeping the animals on their properties.

THe OmBuD
Both these court cases were decided prior to the 
enactment of the Community Schemes Ombud 
Service Act 9 of 2011, which came into effect on 
7 October 2016. This new legislation provides for a 
legal structure, known as the Community Schemes 
Ombud, to monitor and control the administration 
of private and common areas in all community 
schemes (which include sectional title schemes 
and homeowners’ association developments). The 
Community Schemes Ombud is also tasked with 
dealing with any disputes that might arise in such 
schemes between various parties, be they owners, 
occupiers or managers.

A party choosing to approach the Ombud must 
have first exhausted all internal remedies in terms 
of the rules of the relevant community scheme. 
Having received an application, the Ombud will 
then notify the relevant community scheme and 
all the parties concerned. Such notice will provide 
details of where the documentation relating to 
the application can be inspected and will invite 
the affected parties to make written submissions. 
The notice will also confirm whether or not legal 
representation will be allowed during the adjudication 
process. The Ombud allows legal representation 
in certain instances only, notably when the parties 
consent to legal representation; when the 
comparative ability of the parties to represent 
themselves necessitates legal representation; or 
when the complexity and importance of the dispute 
requires legal representation.

The first step the Ombud takes in resolving a 
dispute is to set the matter out for conciliation, 
should it be deemed that there is a reasonable 
prospect of a negotiated settlement. Should 
conciliation be immediately impossible or 
subsequently unsuccessful, the Ombud will refer 
the matter to an adjudicator.

An adjudicator has a wide range of investigative 
powers to enable resolution of the dispute. 
enquiries can be made to the applicant, defendant 
or any person or parties relevant to the matter. 
Information may be gleaned by way of interviews, 
affidavits or inspections of private or common 
records and areas pertinent to the investigation 
(upon providing parties with reasonable written 
notice of such actions).

Based on these findings, the adjudicator will 
either grant or refuse the order sought by the 
applicant, based on all the relevant facts and on the 
law (including previous case law). The adjudicator’s 
decision may then be appealed in a High Court, 
but only in respect of questions of law. The appeal 
must be lodged within 30 days after the date of the 
adjudicator’s order.

Provision of an Ombud does not mean that 
an aggrieved party in a sectional title scheme 
dispute cannot still choose to approach the courts 
for resolution. But it must be noted that the new 
Community Schemes Ombud aims to provide 
effective and affordable dispute resolution services 
when it comes to community schemes, which 
includes sectional title schemes. Approaching the  
courts in a sectional title dispute, such as that 
arising from allowing/banning pets, is thus advisable  
when it is clear at the outset that the facts and 
legal issues involved are of a complex nature.

In summary: If refused permission to keep 
pets in a unit or common property of a sectional 
title scheme, inspect the rules of the scheme. 
Remember, the rules of a body corporate must 
always be reasonable and have equal application 
to everyone in the scheme. Check whether keeping 
pets is expressly forbidden or whether a decision to 
allow or forbid pets lies within the discretion of the 
trustees of the body corporate. Be honest about 
whether your pet might be regarded as a nuisance 
by any of the co-owners within the scheme. If 
there is no stated or apparent reason why your pet 
should not be permitted on the property, be sure 
always to exhaust all internal remedies (whether 
or not provided for in the rules or constitution of 
the body corporate) before making the decision to 
approach the Ombud or a court.

Gretchene@stbb.co.za

Remember, 
the rules of a 
body corporate 
must always 
be reasonable 
and have equal 
application to 
everyone in the 
scheme. ’

‘
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hELP sTbb PuT 
A SMILE ON THE  
FACE OF A CHILD

We introduce our new mission 
to help some of those least 
able to help themselves: our 
country’s children. Join us, as 
sponsor or participant at our 
2017 charity events, the renamed 
STBB4GooD MTB Challenge and 
Twilight Run in support of special 
beneficiary, Miles for Smiles. 

Since 2011, STBB has been raising significant 
funds for worthy causes through our annual 
mountain biking event. In that time, the STBB mTB  
Challenge has grown in size (from an initial 300  
cyclists to a field of 1 700 amateur and professional  
riders) and stature (listed on the official western 
Cape mTB calendar and rated a must-do event for 
its efficient organisation, challenging route, scenic 
setting and festive atmosphere).

The hugely successful introduction in 2016 of a  
family-friendly Twilight Run on the evening preceding  
the race drew some 500 participants. All in all, more  
than 4 000 riders, runners and their family and 
friends were hosted over the two days. what will make  
2017 extra special is that all the smiles of those 
participating will contribute directly to bringing smiles,  
quite literally, to the faces of a number of children  
born and living with a debilitating facial disfigurement.  
This is where our STBB4gOOD mTB and Twilight 
Run beneficiary steps up to the plate.

mIleS FOR SmIleS
One of the most common birth defects worldwide, 
across all cultural and socio-economic groups, is a 
cleft lip and/or cleft palate: a child thus afflicted is 
born every three minutes. In South Africa, one child 
out of every 700 cannot live a normal life because 
of this random birth defect. unable to breathe, 
eat, drink and speak properly, many suffer from 
malnutrition and develop permanent hearing loss as 
well as other medical complications. One in 10 dies 
before their first birthday.

In many communities, such children are at best 
hidden from society by their parents, at worst 
rejected outright, resulting in severe psychological 
and sociological problems. They have little to smile 
about. But even should some simple pleasure or small  
joy give cause to carry out that most involuntary of 
actions reflecting our humanity, emotional capacity 
and connection, children with cleft lips and/or 

palates are unable, physiologically, to smile. In this 
context, a 45-minute operation, currently costing 
around R5 500, is life-changing. 

miles for Smiles [ciplafoundationsa.co.za], the  
beneficiary this year of the newly minted 
STBB4gOOD mTB Challenge, raises funds for 
Operation Smile South Africa (OSSA) [southafrica.
operationsmile.org] which provides free corrective 
surgery to children born with cleft lips, palates and 
similar facial abnormalities. Founded in 2006 as 
the 25th partner country of the global non-profit 
medical services organisation Operation Smile 
conceived in the uS in the 1980s, OSSA has since 
provided more than 4 000 afflicted children with 
this life-changing procedure. Agreements with other 
African countries, including Namibia, Swaziland, 
malawi, madagascar, DRC, ghana and Rwanda, also 
allow for cross-border treatments, medical training 
and volunteering.

THe STBB4gOOD mTB CHAlleNge 
AND TwIlIgHT RuN 2017 
The miles for Smiles stated aim is to inspire and  
challenge individuals to achieve the seemingly 
impossible and go out there and make a difference. 
Brand ambassadors, leading by example and tackling  
physical feats of endurance to raise money for OSSA,  
include David grier and Braam malherbe. Together 
and separately, these intrepid adventurers have tackled,  
among other challenges, world-record-breaking runs  
along the great wall of China, the length of India,  
the length of the uK and the entire South African  
coast-line, as well as an unassisted race to the 
South Pole and a paddle from Africa’s east coast 
to madagascar. A fellow adventurer contributing to 
miles for Smiles has been South African stand-up  
paddle boarder Chris Bertish, who recently 
completed the first solo, unsupported trans-Atlantic 

SuP crossing, breaking multiple world records.
we may none of us be a grier, malherbe or Bertish  

– yet! But with every kilometre covered at this year’s 
STBB4gOOD Twilight Run on Friday 20 October 
and mTB Challenge on Saturday 21 October, in our 
small way, we’ll be walking, running and riding in 
their shoes. As before, both events will be based at 
historic, family-owned, award-winning Overgaauw 
wine estate in Stellenbosch. The circular routes for 
both the run [5km and 12km] and the mountainbike 
ride [5km, 12km, 30km, 45km and 60km] traverse 
the Bottelary Hills Nature Conservancy, rich in 
indigenous vegetation with breathtaking views across  

The Miles for 
Smiles stated  

aim is to inspire 
and challenge 
individuals to 

achieve the 
seemingly 

impossible 

‘

’

By STBB4GooD Team
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budding green vineyards to the mountains of 
Stellenbosch and Cape Town and the sea at Table 
Bay and False Bay.

As usual, STBB, in collaboration with the van 
veldens of Overgaauw, will also be hosting a 
range of family-friendly activities for all, including a 
market with food, arts and crafts stalls, tastings of 
wines and artisanal beers, and live music, as well 
as special activities and entertainment for children.

‘Thanks for a fantastic event - thoroughly enjoyed 
the ride on a great route in a stunning location! 
One of the most well planned, organised and 
executed mTB events I have ever been to, from 
the website and pre-event communication, to 
the well-planned and friendly marshalling, to the 
different foods and drinks on offer. The water 
points were simply superb with an awesome range 
that put most other events to shame. It’s the first 
time I’ve ever seen ice in the Coke! well done to 
all involved.’ [Bryn Davies] 

‘This is the best daytime mTB event that I’ve ever 
ridden. The route was a textbook mTB route, with 
no bottlenecks, even taking into account four 
different routes joining and splitting at stages 
more than once. The water points were better than 
the most well-known international mTB events. 
The atmosphere was great. I think many big events 
could learn from you.’ [Francois Swart]

‘Thanks for a great event on Saturday. good 
upfront info about the route profile, quick 
registration, water points with good food and 
directions etc. It was a good, well-marked route. I 
could see that you guys take special precautions 
to make things safe for people; well done. lovely 
socks and a nice goodie bag; the best this year. 
good vibe, music etc after the race, and useful 
stalls/shops at the event. I’ll definitely support next 
year. Thanks for giving us a chance to support a 
good cause.’ [Siven Tommy] 

‘Thanks for an awesome 60km ride – it was one of  
the most enjoyable rides I’ve done.’ [Conrad Scholtz]

we invite all STBB staff and clients, their families 
and friends, to come together in the spring of 
2017 and, with our miles for smiles, help bring 
smiles for miles to children in need across our 
country and in the rest of Africa. See our second 

quarterly STBB Brief for further updates on our 
very special STBB4gOOD mTB Challenge and 
Twilight Run on 20 and 21 October 2017.
If you would like to become a sponsor or make a  
donation, please contact us on mtb@stbb.co.za  
or enter online on www.quicket.co.za

Thanks for a 
fantastic event - 
thoroughly enjoyed 
the ride on a great 
route in a stunning 
location!  ’

‘

’

‘ FIve gOOD ReASONS TO SuPPORT 
THe STBB4gOOD mTB CHAlleNge 
AND TwIlIgHT TRAIl RuN

1.  Help raise awareness of the important, life-
changing work that miles for Smiles and Operation  
Smile does for children born with cleft lips /
palates and facial abnormalities.

2.  Contribute materially to the funds of non-profit 
organisation miles for Smiles to enable Operation 
Smile to offer free corrective surgery to affected 
children across South Africa and Africa, providing 
them with an opportunity to become active, 
contributing members of society.

3.  Align your organisation with a great cause as 
well as with other brands actively involved in 
community upliftment initiatives.

4.  Introduce and reinforce awareness of your 
company, services or brand among the rapidly 
growing, economically upwardly mobile, 
discerning fraternity of trail runners (500+) and 
mountain-bikers (1 700+), plus their families and 
friends, in the run-up to and during the event 
itself, over a three-year period. 

5.  Participate in a well-established, professionally 
organised, expertly run event that is widely 
regarded as one of the best fixtures on the year’s 
western Cape mountain-biking calendar.
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chaLLEnGInG a sIGnED 
cOnTRacT basED On PRIOR  
VERbaL DIscussIOns

The scenario: a potential buyer of a property 
in a golf estate in its development stage 
is made to believe that a clubhouse of 

impressive proportions will form part of the finished 
development. The sale agreement the purchaser 
subsequently signs confirms that a clubhouse will 
be erected. But when later completed, the structure 
serving as the clubhouse is found to be, in the 
view of the property purchaser, far from what was 
expected, an expectation created by the sales pitch 
that painted a picture of an upmarket, furnished 
facility, as well as by the proposed design contained 
in a newsletter sent to buyers by the developer a 
while after building work on the estate had begun. 

This is a broad outline of the facts presented to  
the court in Kingswood Golf Estate (Pty) Ltd v  
Witts-Hewinson & Another. The case raised the  
issue, among other things, of what extrinsic evidence  
(information not provided in the signed contract) 
could be adduced (cited as proof) to support the 
case of the claimant. The disgruntled buyers relied 
on the sales communications and a newsletter to 
argue that the agreement was for the erection of 
specifically an upmarket and furnished clubhouse.

It is common practice for parties to discuss and 
negotiate various aspects of an agreement before 
drawing up a written document and signing it. The 
question is: should uncertainty arise later around the 
interpretation of any clause in the agreement, can 
the conversations and discussions that preceded the 
conclusion of the agreement be used to amplify the 
content of the agreement?

In the golf estate case, for example, could the 
purchaser argue that the sales pitch details and 
newsletter were part and parcel of the agreement, 
entitling him to claim against the developer on the 
basis of a breach of contractual provisions? (This is 
often a preferred basis for instituting such a claim, 
rather than basing it on delictual grounds, as the 
proof required for a successful claim in the former 
instance is generally easier to provide.)

In a case such as this, the law makes provision 
for rules of interpretation of written agreements. 
One of these, pertinent in this instance, is the parol 
evidence rule.

THe PAROl evIDeNCe Rule
In essence this rule says that if a document was 
intended to provide a complete memorial of 
an agreement, extrinsic evidence may not later 
be adduced to contradict, add to or modify its 
meaning. The rule thus preserves the integrity of 
an agreement that has been reduced to writing and 
aims to prevent a party to such an agreement from 
seeking ways to redefine the terms of the contract. 
(usually, the aim of the party seeking to adduce 
extrinsic evidence is to enforce the contract as re-
defined or, at any rate, to rely upon the contractual 
force of the additional or varied terms, as established 
by the extrinsic evidence.)

The effect of the rule is to ensure that once an 
agreed transaction is reduced to writing, all other 
discussions between the parties regarding the terms 
of the agreement become irrelevant. The terms 
of the agreement are regarded as only those that 
appear in the contract itself.

However, extrinsic evidence is admissible to assist  
a court in determining the meaning of the words, ex- 
pressions, sentences and terms used in an agreement.

exCePTIONS
As is the case with many rules of law, there are 
exceptions. The parol evidence rule only applies 
if the parties originally intended for the written 
contract to record the full extent of their agreement. 
Therefore, in instances where a contract is only a 
partial record of the transaction, the rule does not 
apply and evidence may be given to interpret the 
agreement between the parties or to confirm the 
terms of the contracts. However, in the golf estate 
case, the transaction was governed by the provisions 
of the Alienation of land Act 68 of 1981 which 
requires that an agreement of sale of land must be in  
writing and signed by the parties. It was therefore appa- 
rent that there was no question in this case of the  
agreement being partially written and partially verbal.

In this case, the court was asked by the buyers to 
take the sales promises and newsletter into account 
to conclude that the agreement between the parties 
included that an upmarket, furnished clubhouse 

A signed contract 
is presumed to 
set the terms of 

an agreement in 
stone. But can 

such a contract 
subsequently be 

challenged based 
on prior verbal 

discussions,  
possible tacit 

understandings and  
perceived ambiguity 

or vagueness? 

By LEANI fERREIRA
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would be erected. They held that this was necessary 
because the clause in the agreement dealing with 
this aspect was vague. However, the court refused to 
do so because it contravened the parol evidence rule.

THe PAROl evIDeNCe Rule  
IN geNeRAl
generally speaking, where it affects the everyday 
negotiation of agreements, it is therefore accepted 
that if the parties in an agreement have negotiated 
the terms of the contract and reduced it to writing 
so as to constitute a complete record of their 

agreement, then any other talks and discussions in 
respect of the transaction cannot be allowed to aid in 
the interpretation of the contract in a way that would 
vary or amend its terms.

The lesson for those signing contracts: when 
negotiating any agreement, make sure to note all 
necessary details and, if required and agreed to by 
the signatories, have these recorded in the written 
documents. If both parties agree to the content, and 
sign, the contract stands and there is little chance 
of one party being able to contest the terms of the 
contract at a later stage.

The purpose of the veld Fire and Forest Fire  
Act 101 of 1998 (‘the Act’) is to help prevent  
and combat veld, forest and mountain fires 

throughout South Africa by laying out very specific 
requirements for land owners to adhere to in avoiding 
the occurrence and spread of such fires.

The Act defines ‘veld fires’ as any fire on any area 
of land, whether cultivated or uncultivated, including 
any building or structure on or adjacent thereto, to 
which the Fire Brigade Services Act does not apply. 
As the Fire Brigade Services Act relates to land situ-
ated within the urban limits of a town serviced by the  
municipal fire brigade, veld, forest and mountain fires 
are those deemed to occur in open countryside; that 
is, land beyond the urban edges of a village, town or city.

In broad terms, the Act places the responsibility on 
all land owners beyond urban boundaries to take all  
possible practical measures to ensure that the likeli- 
hood of a fire either starting on their land or spreading  
through their land is limited. The Act states that a 
land owner is required to, amongst other things: 

�� do everything in his/ her power to prevent or 
stop the spreading of fire on his/ her land; and

�� ensure that, in his/her absence, responsible 
persons are present on or near his/her land.

As to specifics, the Act requires a land owner to:

�� prepare and maintain firebreaks between his/her 
own land and an adjoining property, unless an 
exemption is granted by the minister; and

�� have equipment, protective clothing and trained 
personnel for extinguishing fires.

OFFeNCeS, PeNAlTIeS AND CHARgeS
These, and all other obligations imposed by the Act, 
are not limited to the registered owner(s) of the land. 
A lessee or any person in physical control of the land 
is also required to comply. The latter notwithstanding, 
should any fines be imposed or costs charged by 
the local authority in respect of fire-fighting services 
provided, such monies will be charged to the  
municipal account of the land owner. The Act sets 
out, in sections 24 and 25, the penalties that may 
be imposed should a land owner contravene the 
regulations. 
The maximum amount of the fine may be put into the 
government gazette and changed from time to time 
to take account of inflation.

Apart from the fines, which are punitive measures, 
the land owner will also be liable for charges in respect  
of services delivered by the municipal fire brigade, 
pertaining to the use of water, vehicles and personnel.

CIvIl lIABIlITy FOR DAmAgeS
This relates to the presumption of negligence on  
the side of the owner of the farm land on which the 
fire started, and shows the extent of liability on the 
part of the land owner when it comes to civil liability 
for damages.  
Section 34 (1) of the Act states that if a person who 

The prevalence of 
veld fires appears 
to be increasing as 
urban encroachment  
on rural areas, the 
spread of informal 
settlements, rising 
unemployment and 
poverty, and climactic 
change provide a 
perfect storm for 
conditions that 
require land owners 
to be extra vigilant in 
protecting their land, 
and livelihood, against 
the growing threat of 
fire. The Veld fire and 
forest fire Act 101 
of 1998 lays out the 
measures required 
for land owners to 
guard against fire, and 
subsequent claims. 

By MADELEIN WILLIAMS
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sTbb sTaFFERs LET ThEIR 
FINGERS DO THE TALKING

Nimble fingers and kind hearts among  
STBB staff in the Cape Town and Claremont  
offices are bringing warmth to those in 

need by knitting woollies for the cold Cape winter. 
led by Jenny Kriel (above left) of the STBB Cape 
Town call centre, the group has been utilising every 
spare moment to knit for charity for the past three 
years. First up were some 700 squares donated 
to a church to be made up as knee blankets for 
residents of an old-age home. Next came about 65 
children’s beanies, also handed over to a church 
for distribution among the needy. Of late, the group 
has again been beavering away at beanies in their 
‘Beanie Drive’, this time to be distributed to homeless 
children by Radio Smile 90.4 Fm. A recent hand-over 
of 100 beanies to station manager Clive Ridgway 
for distribution just in time for the first winter snap 
received a mention on air, says Jenny, who has been 
knitting since childhood. Her grandmother taught her 
by using long nails because knitting needles were 
too cumbersome for little fingers. Having knitted 
for her own children and grandchildren, Jenny was 
knitting and selling scarves when she started at 

STBB 12 years ago before mooting the idea of 
knitting for charity to STBB colleague Heather 
Sartini (above right). Besides Jenny and Heather, the 
knitters clicking away any spare moment they have, 
include grace uhde, Zanita Botha, gloudina louw, 
Di Hardy and Karen du Preez. Humble beginnings, 
says Jenny, but by making the knitting circle bigger, 
more warmth can be spread (and wool donations 
are always welcome – she provided the wool for the 
beanies herself).

institutes civil proceedings against the land owner in 
respect of fire damage shows that he/she suffered 
loss as a result of a veld fire which was caused by or 
started on or spread from land owned by the person 
against whom the claim is instituted, the latter is 
presumed to have been negligent in relation to the 
veld fire, until the contrary is proved.

Note, however, that in order to hold someone liable  
delictually, a claimant must prove both negligence 
and wrongfulness. The presumption of negligence 
contained in the Act relates only to negligence, and 
not also to wrongfulness. Thus a claimant is not 
exempted from having to prove that the actions or 
omissions of the relevant land owner were, not only 
negligent, but also wrongful. 

Note also that the presumption of negligence will 
not be triggered if the land owner is a member of 
a fire protection association in the area where the 
fire occurred. It is therefore very important, as well 
as helpful, for an existing land owner or prospective 
owner to join the local fire protection association, 
if there is one. Only one fire protection association 
may be registered within a designated area; and  
the local municipality is required to be a member  
of that association. 

The association’s membership requirements will 
stipulate specific measures regarding firebreaks and  
other means to prevent, fight and contain a veld fire  
and will develop and implement a veld fire manage-
ment strategy that will be applicable in the area. 

INSuRANCe COveR FOR DAmAgeS
Insurance policies normally cover insurance for 
damage caused by fire on a land owner’s property 
and injury to farm employees. It is important, 
however, that land owners ensure they are covered 

for additional damages in the event that the fire 
spreads from their land onto a neighbouring 
property. Insurance in respect of damage to the 
property of others, as well as legal liability for injury 
to others, arising from such a fire, can be taken out 
as an extension to public liability cover.

FIRINg THe RIgHT QueSTIONS
Buyers of farm land or any other land which falls 
under the Act would do well to ask the seller the 
following questions regarding measures in place to 
combat veld, forest or mountain fires.

what preventive measures are already in place in 
respect of veld fires either starting on the current 
owner’s land or spreading through his/her land, 
either from neighbouring land or onto others’ 
land? For example: are there firebreaks; has the 
vegetation along boundary fences been cleared?

Is the owner a member of the local fire prevention 
association and what are the association’s 
requirements and specifications?

Is the necessary insurance in place? Risk for 
damages such as fire damage only passes on 
registration of transfer, unless the parties agree to 
the contrary. whatever the moment at which risk 
passes, a buyer, who is in law entitled to receive 
the property in the condition it was in at the time 
of concluding the sale agreement, must verify that 
adequate insurance coverage is in place. 

Are there any outstanding penalties or fees or 
pending civil claims in relation to contraventions 
of the Act? If there is uncertainty in this regard, 
including some indemnity provisions in the sale 
agreement should be considered.

Madeleinw@stbb.co.za

There are three categories  
of offence:

�� Cat. 1 – e.g. lighting a fire 
in the open air when the 
fire danger rating is high.

�� Cat. 2 – e.g. failing to 
prepare a firebreak when 
one is required.

�� Cat. 3 – e.g. interfering with 
an FPO in the performance 
of his/her duties

Each category has a different 
penalty, which may increase 
with the second conviction.

First conviction:
�� Cat.1: Fine, prison up to 2 

years or both.

�� Cat. 2: Fine, prison up to 1 
years or both.

�� Cat. 3: Fine, community 
service, both (community 
service should benefit the 
environment if possible).

Second conviction:
�� Cat. 1: No change.

�� Cat. 2: Fine, prison up to 2 
years or both.

�� Cat. 3: Fine, prison up to 1 
year or both.


